Teacher Education and K-12 Relations

October 7th, 2005

Conference Call Interim Meeting Agenda

I. Approval of Agenda

II. Conference Call Items for Discussion:

(1) Collaboration Survey - where do we go from here (Jim and Cal)
(2) Ed.D. Strategy and Drafting Committee (my label) (Jim, et al.)
(3) ITP/LDTP developments - including coded memo AA-2005-38 (September 29, 2005) (Lynne)
(4) CSU Math-Science Educators Initiative - TEKR's Role? (All)
(5) EAP Resolution DRAFT (Marshall and Jim)
(6) Teacher Education Program Enrollments based on census week data... (Lynne/Beverly/Margaret)
(7) Tracker-Scout Update and Reports... (Jim, All)
(8) ...and, anything else.

III. Adjournment